
 

    

 

 

 

 

 

250 yen per volume. They are sold shop at the 
Obihiro University, Fukushi no hiroba (Obihiro 
station east exit side) Shop Pia (city hall stall), 
and Plaza Ryokufu in shihoro town. We are 
looking for places that cooperate to sales ! 

 

 

 

One of the most famous Japanese Literary Prize known as ‘Naoki Prize’ named after Naoki Sanjugo. 

‘Sanjugo’ means“35”, he changed his pen name to match his age, starting from “31” followed by “32”and 

“33”, skipping “34” (he used “33” for 2 years) and ending with “35”. Original name of the Prize is ‘Naoki 

Sanjugo Prize’.                                                                          Haru 

 

 

Introduction of Fureai Bungakukan Series 
I know it’s sudden but, do you usually read literary works? We select 
easy-to-read short novels and essays from Japanese great writer’s 
literary which are in the public domain and publish them as the 
“Fureai Bungakukan” series. The work currently published are as 
follows: 

 
Author                    Titles 

Natsume Soseki        Koto no sorane, Bunchou 
Dazai Osamu          Fugaku hyakkei, Shinju no kotoba 
Miyazawa Kenji        Nametoko yama no kuma, Yodaka no hoshi 
Naoki Sanjugo         Kan-ei budou kagami, Kagiya no tsuji  

 

*Mori Ogai and Nakajima Atsushi are in preparation 

Plaza Roku-chu evacuation drill 

An evacuation drill was held at Plaza Roku-chu 
on June 28 (Tuesday), assuming that a fire 
broke out in the kitchen. Everyone could act 
calmly, so we were able to gather at the 
entrance quickly and safely. Although weather 
was not so great, we then had a lecture on how 
to handle a fire extinguisher and a fire hydrant 
and some participants actually used them to 
splay water cautiously. 
                                     Hiro 
 

 

Demonstration of fire hydrant: pressure of the 
water discharge was strong and sprayed quite 
high 

 



 

Now the idea of wearing masks indoors and outdoors is changing! Have 
you ever wondered where to put your mask when you are outdoors and   
away from people or when eating or drinking? This multi-use strap 
solves such problems! It can also be used as a glasses strap. The price is 
200 yen. It is sold at City Hall’s store ‘Shop Pia’ and ‘Fukushi no 
Hiroba’ at Obihiro station. Please drop in when you happen to be in the 
neighborhood. 

It can be used as a mask 
strap

Ｂ-type price list 

It is very useful to 
hang the mask 

around your neck

With silicon parts for 
glasses

A -type price list 

Ａ-type 

Ｂ-type ← ↓ 

 
We are announcing new products from the PC department! You can order the original calendar using your 

favorite images! We have been accepting orders from July, in two types. A-type: month to view wall calendar, 

stich binding, available in A4 or A3 size (A5 or A4 when closed). B-type: yearly wall calendar, sheet size A4 or 

A3. You can choose either light or bold fonts, and the price different depending on the items, so if you are 

interested, please contact Fureai or check the flyer on the calendar for the details. We are looking forward to 

your order!                                                                               Miya 

Drawing!! 

Here we introduce illustrations created 
by one of our members who is good at 
drawing using PC. 

Title: Summer beach 
Description: I drew the sea. Lovers are 
spending time at the beach. 
                          By Yuto 

*Yuto needs electric wheelchair, respirator and some other assistive devices for life. 
But he is so positive! 
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FAX: 0155-23-6644 
E-mail: fureai@friend.ocn.ne.jp 
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Information of new products from the handicraft department 

～ Multi-use strap made of beads～ 

A4 size A3 size 

A5 half fold A4 half fold 

Block-copy creation  \1,500 Block-copy creation  \1,500 
Print/Finish   \700 Print/Finish  \1,500  

 

 A4 size A3 size 

Block-copy creation   \300  Block-copy creation   \300  

Print  \100 Print  \150 
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